
Basic Statistics for the TI-89 
 
I. To Enter New Data 

1) From the HOME screen, hit APPS and select 6: Data/Matrix Editor. 
2) Choose a dataset.  You can use the current one, open an old one or create a new one, as you desire.  Just push 1, 2 or 3 

(respectively) or highlight your choice and hit ENTER.  If you create a new one, give it a name that has something to do with 
the data you’re going to enter. 

3) Choose a column. 
 A) To use an existing column, scroll right or left until you find the column you want.  If you’re entering fresh data first clear the 

column.  This is done by putting the cursor in column and hitting 2nd F6 | 5: Clear Column.  This will instantly, totally and 
irrevocably remove the contents of that column from your calculator’s memory.  USE THIS FEATURE WITH CARE! 

 B) To use a new column, move the cursor all the way to the top of the screen and scroll right (left will not do!) until you reach 
an empty column.  If you want, you can type in the name of the column (you may find 2nd a-lock to be helpful, and you get 
capital letters by pushing the “shift” key first--it’s the one between the 2nd key and the ESC key) and hit ENTER.  But you don’t 
have to.  You can refer to columns by their numbers.  But I do recommend that you give your columns names, as it will help 
you later to find the data you want. 

4) Now put the cursor in the first box beneath the number of the column.  (The boxes are called “cells”.)  Type the first number and 
hit ENTER.  The cursor will move one cell down.  Type the second number and hit ENTER and repeat until you have all the 
numbers in the column. 

5) When the data are in, look them over to make sure they’re right.  You can edit them or calculate statistics, as explained below. 
6) If you want to return to the HOME screen, just hit the HOME key.  If you’re going to calculate something, go instead to the 

appropriate section below. 
 
 
II. To Edit Existing Data 

1) Go to the data editor: APPS | 6: Data/Matrix Editor, if you aren’t already there. 
2) Choose a dataset. 
3) To clear a whole column without losing the column itself, put the cursor on the column and hit 2nd F6 | 5: Clear Column.  This 

will instantly, totally and irrevocably remove the contents of that list from the machine’s memory.  USE THIS FEATURE WITH CARE! 
4) To delete a column, put the cursor on the column and hit 2nd F6 | 2: Delete | Right Cursor Arrow | 3: Column. This will 

instantly, totally and irrevocably remove that list and its contents from the machine’s memory.  USE THIS FEATURE WITH CARE! 
5) To delete a row (observation) put the cursor on the column and use 2nd F6 | 2: Delete | Right Cursor Arrow | 2: Row. 
6) To remove a single datum, put the cursor on the datum and hit the Back Arrow, or hit 2nd F6 | 2: Delete | Right Cursor Arrow | 

1: Cell.  Note that this takes all the data that were below the deleted datum and shifts them up one cell. 
7) To insert a datum, put the cursor on the datum which will be below the inserted number and hit  2nd F6 | 1: Insert | Right Cursor 

Arrow | 1: Cell.  This shifts the data down one cell and fills the cell where the cursor is with “undef”.  That means that that 
datum is undefined.  So type in the number you want and hit ENTER. 

8) To insert a row, put the cursor on the row which will be below the row you insert, and hit 2nd F6 | 1: Insert | Right Cursor Arrow 
| 2: Row. 

9) To insert a column, put the cursor on the column which will be to the right of the column you insert, and hit 2nd F6 | 1: Insert | 
Right Cursor Arrow | 3: Column. 

10) To type over a datum, put the cursor on the datum and type the new value. 
 11) To copy a column into another column, put the cursor on the column number of the column you want to copy to.  Push ENTER 
to edit the cell contents, and enter the number of the column you want to copy from.  When you press ENTER again, the copied data 
will appear in the target column.  Example:  To copy column 1 to column 2, out the cursor on c2 (at the top of column 2) and hit ENTER 
| alpha | c1 | ENTER.   
 The data in the target column (c2) are “locked” to the data in the source column (c1).  That means that if you change the value in a 
cell in the source column (say, r3c1), that value will be copied into the corresponding cell of the target column (that is, r3c2).  It also 
means that you can’t edit the data in the target column (c2).  To unlock the data, put the cursor on the number of the target column (c2, 
in our example) and hit ENTER | CLEAR | ENTER  or  ENTER| Back Arrow |  ENTER.  Either will do.  Now the data are no longer 
locked together.  You can change the values in the source column (c1) without that same change appearing in the target column (c2).  
You can also edit the target column (c2) now. 
 
 
III. Sorting Data 

1) Enter your data. 
2) To put the data in ascending order, put the cursor on the column and hit 2nd F6 | 3: Sort Column.  If you want or need to restore 

the original order later, you can’t. 
3) If you will need the original order later, first copy the column into another column, and sort the copy.  That way you don’t change 

the original data in any way. 
 
 

IV. Coordinated Sorting 
1) Enter your data. 
2) Put the cursor on the column and hit 2nd F6 | 2: Sort Col, adjust all.  This will put your column in ascending order, adjusting the 

order in the other columns to match.  That way, each row still represents an observation. 
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V. To Plot Data 
1) If you’re in the data editor, hit F2 Plot Setup.  If you’re in the home screen, hit diamond Y=.  
2) Put the cursor on the name of the plot you would like to use.  (Note: If a plot is already defined, you can turn it on or off by hitting 

F4.) 
3) To define (or redefine) the plot’s parameters, hit F1: Define.  
4) With the cursor on Plot Type, hit the right cursor arrow to get a drop-down list of plot types. 
5) Choose the type you want.  (You can move the cursor to the one you want and hit ENTER or you can type the number of your 

choice.) 
A) For a scatterplot, use 1: Scatter 

i) Scroll down to Mark and choose the symbol you want.  Using different symbols for different data sets will allow you 
to put more than one scatterplot on the screen and still be able to make sense of it all. 

ii) Scroll down to the box labeled x and type the number of the column which holds your x-values. 
iii) Scroll down to the box labeled y and type the number of the column which holds your y-values. 
iv) The option Freq and Categories? I don’t know how that goes yet. 

B) For a timeplot, choose 2: xyline 
i) Scroll down to Mark and choose the symbol you want.  Using different symbols for different data sets will allow you 

to put more than one timeplot on the screen and still be able to make sense of it all. 
ii) Scroll down to the box labeled x and type the number of the column which holds your times or the order in which 

the measurements were made. 
iii) Scroll down to the box labeled y and type the number of the column which holds your data. 
iv) The option Freq and Categories? I don’t know how that goes yet. 

C) For a boxplot, use 3: Box Plot 
i) Scroll down to the box labeled x and type the number of the column which holds your data. 
ii)To use frequencies in your boxplot, scroll down to Freq and Categories? And enter the number of the column which 

contains your frequencies. 
D) For a histogram, use 4: Histogram 

i) Scroll down to the box labeled x and type the number of the column which holds your data. 
ii) Scroll down to the box labeled Hist. Bucket Width and tell it how wide you want the bars on your histogram. 
iii) To use frequencies in your histogram, scroll down to Freq and Categories? And enter the number of the column 

which contains your frequencies. 
E) For a modified box plot, use 5: Mod Box Plot 

i) Scroll down to Mark and choose the symbol you want for your outliers. 
ii) Scroll down to the box labeled x and type the number of the column which holds your data. 
iii) To use frequencies in your modified boxplot, scroll down to Freq and Categories? And enter the number of the 

column which contains your frequencies. 
6) Hit ENTER.  You can select another plot and set its options now, if you want. 
7) When you’re done setting plot options, set the window: This is most easily done by hitting F2 Zoom | 9: ZoomData.  Your plot 

will mysteriously appear! 
 
 
VI. For One-Variable Statistics 

1) Enter your data.  If you’re going to use frequencies, put them in a separate column.  (Note: The TI-89 does not like relative 
frequencies.  If what you have are relative frequencies, convert them to whole numbers, either by moving the decimal to the 
right by the same number of decimal places for all the frequencies or by multiplying all of the relative frequencies by the least 
common denominator of them all, whichever is appropriate.) 

2) Press F5 CALC. 
3) Check that the Calculation Type is OneVar.  If not, put the cursor on the entry and drop down the menu and select 1: OneVar. 
4) Scroll down to x and type the number of the column which has your x-values in it.   
5) If you are going to use a column with frequencies in it, you will also need to scroll down to Freq and Categories?, drop the menu, 

select 2: YES, scroll down to Freq and type the number of the column with the frequencies in it. 
6) Hit ENTER.  The calculator screen now has x ,  and a whole lot more on it.  To see more of the screen, use the down arrow 

to scroll down the screen.  If you scroll down far enough, you will see minX, q1, medStat (the median), q3 and maxX.  The 
screen also has nStat in it.  nStat is just the number of data you entered.  It’s always a good idea to verify that you have the 
right number of data.  If you want σ

Sx

x, you can go to the HOME screen and type diamond ( | alpha | S | X.  
 
VII. For Two-Variable Statistics 

1) Enter your data.  If you’re going to use frequencies, put them in a separate column.  (Note: The TI-89 does not like relative 
frequencies.  If what you have are relative frequencies, convert them to whole numbers, either by moving the decimal to the 
right by the same number of decimal places for all the frequencies or by multiplying all of the relative frequencies by the least 
common denominator of them all, whichever is appropriate.) 

 
2) Press F5 CALC. 
3) Check that the Calculation Type is TwoVar.  If not, put the cursor on the entry and drop down the menu and select 1: TwoVar. 
4) Scroll down to x and type the number of the column which has your x-values in it.  Then scroll down to y and type the number of 
the column which has your y-values in it. 
5) If you are going to use a column with frequencies in it, you will also need to scroll down to Freq and Categories?, drop the menu, 

select 2: YES, scroll down to Freq and type the number of the column with the frequencies in it.               Continued. . .  
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6) Hit ENTER.  The calculator screen now has x , , Sx y , and a whole lot more on it.  To see more of the screen, press EXIT 
once or twice.  You can also use the down arrow to scroll down the screen.  If you scroll down far enough, you will see minX, 
maxX, minY and maxY.  The screen also has nStat in it.  nStat is just the number of data you entered.  It’s always a good idea 
to verify that you have the right number of data.  Unfortunately, you’ll have to use OneVa to get the medians and quartiles. If 
you want σ

Sy

x, you can go to the HOME screen and type diamond ( | alpha | S | X. If you want σy, you can go to the HOME 
screen and type diamond ( | alpha | S | Y.  

 
 

VIII. For Linear Regression 
1) Enter your data.  If you’re going to use frequencies, put them in a separate column.  (Note: The TI-89 does not like relative 

frequencies.  If what you have are relative frequencies, convert them to whole numbers, either by moving the decimal to the 
right by the same number of decimal places for all the frequencies or by multiplying all of the relative frequencies by the least 
common denominator of them all, whichever is appropriate.) 

2) Press F5 CALC. 
3) Check that the Calculation Type is LinReg.  If not, put the cursor on the entry and drop down the menu and select 5: LinReg. 
4) Scroll down to x and type the number of the column which has your x-values in it.  Then scroll down to y and type the number of 
the column which has your y-values in it. 
5) If you are going to use a column with frequencies in it, you will also need to scroll down to Freq and Categories?, drop the menu, 

select 2: YES, scroll down to Freq and type the number of the column with the frequencies in it. 
6) If you want the regression equation stored in the Y= dialog box (so you can plot it or forecast, for example), scroll down to  Store 
RegEQ to and drop the menu down.  Put the cursor on the function name you want to use and press ENTER.  
7) Hit ENTER.  The screen now shows  and tells you what  and are.  It also gives you y ax b= + a b r , but it calls it corr instead 

of r .  It also gives you 2r , but calls it R2.  Please note that your  is the a slope of the line, whereas for everybody else, it’s the 
intercept. 

8) To plot the regression line: 
 A) Go to diamond Y= and put the cursor next to y1 or y2 or yWhatever. 
 B) Press 2nd VAR-LINK and scroll down until you have the cursor on regeq.  (It’s in the MAIN folder.)  Hit ENTER. 

C) The command line should read “yWhatever=regeq(“.  Type an x and a right parenthesis ) and hit ENTER again. 
D) If you have already plotted the scatterplot, select 9: ZoomData The calculator will select appropriate values for xmin, xmax, 

ymin and ymax and put the plot on the screen.  If you have not plotted the scatterplot, use diamond WINDOW to set the 
xmax and the xmin to get the range you want, then select A: ZoomFit.   

This plot is most effective if the scatterplot of the data is on the screen at the same time. 
 
 

IX. To Make a Residual Plot 
1) Perform a linear regression, storing your regression equation to some function, say, y1(x), or whatever.  It is important that you 

do the linear regression immediately before making the residual plot.  If you don’t, the calculator may use part of the 
memory that had your regression results in it, and you’ll get garbage. 

2) Write down the values of  and b , then ENTER or ESCape back to the data editor. a
3) Put the cursor on the number of an empty column, say (for example) c3. 
4) Hit ENTER.  This will give you a chance to edit the contents of the entire column. 
5) Enter the number of the column that has your y-values in it.  Then type a minus sign - , then a left parenthesis ( , then the value 

of , then a plus sign + , then the value of  then the number of the column that has your x-values, then a right parenthesis ) 
, then hit ENTER.  The list you’re looking at is the list of residuals.  (Example: c3 = c1-(250 + 47c1) ENTER.) 
b a

6) Make a SCAT plot with your x-values as the x-values and the residuals as the y-values.  You will likely have to change your 
WINDOW.  F2 Zoom | 9: ZoomData should do the trick. 

 
 
X. To Forecast Response Values 

1) Perform a regression, storing your regression equation to some function, say, y1(x), or whatever.  It is important that you do 
the linear regression immediately before making the residual plot.  If you don’t, the calculator may use part of the memory 
that had your regression results in it, and you’ll get garbage.  

2) Plot the regression equation. 
3) Press F5 Math | 1: Value and give it the x-value of interest.  If that x-value is outside the window, the calculator will not 

cooperate.  So make sure your window is set properly. 
4) Press ENTER.  The predicted value will appear in the lower right-hand corner of the screen next to the yc:. 

 
 
XI. For Non-Linear Regression 

Follow the same steps as for a linear regression, but in step 3, choose the appropriate regression type.  When you hit ENTER, the 
screen will have all the relevant information on it.  You shouldn’t have any trouble deciphering it, but if you do, just ask. 

 
Note: The TI-89 gives R2 for some types of regression and not for others.  (Don’t ask me; I just work here.)  
 
Have fun! 
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